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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) swarm offers extended coverage and is a vital solution for many applications.

A key issue in UAV swarm control is to cover all targets while maintaining connectivity among UAVs, referred

to as a multi-target coverage problem. With existing dynamic routing protocols, the flying ad hoc network

suffers outdated and incorrect route information due to frequent topology changes. This might lead to failures

of time-critical tasks. One mitigation solution is to keep the physical topology unchanged, thus maintaining

a fixed communication topology and enabling static routing. However, keeping physical topology unchanged

may sacrifice the coverage. In this article, we propose to maintain a fixed communication topology among

UAVs, which allows certain changes in physical topology, so that to maximize the coverage. We develop a

distributed motion planning algorithm for the online multi-target coverage problem with the constraint of

keeping communication topology intact. As the communication topology needs to be timely updated when

UAVs leave or arrive at the swarm, we further design a topology-management protocol. Experimental results

from the ns-3 simulator show that under our algorithms, UAV swarms of different sizes achieve significantly

improved delay and loss ratio, efficient coverage, and rapid topology update.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) swarm has been widely used in applications such as surveil-
lance [13, 64], three-dimensional (3D) mapping [50, 59], disaster management [18, 20], and so
on, where collaborative efforts among UAVs are needed. Existing studies [27, 34, 55, 66] have
investigated various issues in UAV swarms, such as motion planning, connectivity, coverage,
deployment, and so on. UAVs in the swarm are normally modeled as mobile agents [9, 58], and the
tasks can be formulated as to visit a set of target points sequentially, referred to as the multi-target
coverage problem.

To enable coordination among UAVs, most existing studies [5, 28, 32, 38, 42, 48, 51, 62] take
the global connectivity constraint into consideration, i.e., during movement, a communication
path should always exist between any two UAVs. However, compared with other mobile networks
like vehicular ad hoc networks and mobile ad hoc networks, one unique challenge in the UAV
network is that it suffers high frequency of topology change [24]. This problem is mainly caused
by (1) the high mobility of UAVs and (2) dynamic UAV leave and arrival of the swarm. Next, we
will respectively address these two issues.

First, as demonstrated in Figure 1(a) and (b), due to the high mobility of UAVs, the network topol-
ogy of the swarm changes dramatically over time. To practically transfer data via or among such
UAVs, communication paths have to be dynamically established or maintained through dynamic

routing. More concretely, in dynamic routing algorithms, a packet would be transferred (1) either
immediately via a periodically maintained communication path (in a proactive routing protocol
such as OLSR [8]) (2) or later until the needed communication path has been found and established
(in a reactive routing protocol such as AODV [41]). The frequent topology changes in proactive
routing protocols can result in outdated communication paths being used for packet forwarding.
These paths may no longer be efficient or even viable, leading to a higher end-to-end delay and
packet loss ratio. Although in reactive routing protocols, the routes are found in an on-demand
manner before the packets are sent out, the convergence time of the routing algorithm can be long,
leading to extra end-to-end delay and also outdated route information. Overall, dynamic routing
protocols suffer from long delays and packet loss ratios led by outdated route information, and
this can cause failures of time-critical tasks for UAV swarms.

To mitigate the problem of frequent topology change led by UAV mobility, one simple solution
is to maintain a fixed physical topology of UAV swarm and use static routing instead of dynamic
routing, i.e., both of the physical topology and communication/network topology keep intact
during the journey. However, maintaining a fixed physical topology may sacrifice the performance
of coverage as UAVs in a swarm have less flexibility to cover the targets. In this article, we propose
to maintain a fixed communication topology where the physical topology of UAVs can be changed
in motion planning so that more targets can be covered. Figures 1(c) and (d) illustrate the idea of
maintaining a virtually fixed communication topology when UAVs move.

We anticipate that this concept will significantly enhance the performance of the UAV network,
particularly in terms of minimizing packet loss and reducing delays. This is due to the fact that
the UAVs responsible for communication will always have viable routes, and the quality of their
corresponding links will be high as the distance between them will be constrained. Preliminary
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Fig. 1. Example that moving UAVs could communicate via a fixed communication topology. The communica-

tion range and sensing range of UAVs are represented as light black circles and dark black circles, respectively.

(a) Ad hoc network topology that contains all links between any two communicable UAVs before movement.

(b) The ad hoc network topology changes after movement. (c) Pre-configured communication topology that

contains certain links between those communicable UAVs before movement. (d) The communication topol-

ogy is maintained fixed after movement.

experimental results also validate that compared with maintaining a fixed communication topol-
ogy during the movement of UAVs, OLSR and AODV do suffer from a high ratio of routing entries
with long communication distances and a long average distance for the routes that are actually
used for communication.

Although the idea is validated to be viable, it requires a well-designed motion planning strategy
to enable the virtually fixed communication topology, without affecting the coverage perfor-
mance of UAV swarm. Therefore, we consider the objective of maximizing the number of covered
targets when UAVs move and formulate the problem as a Topology-Preserving Multi-Target
Coverage (TPMTC) problem. More specifically, we assume that each interested/target point
to be visited arrives dynamically and sequentially. For each newly appeared target, we design
a distributed motion plan of UAV swarms to visit the new target and meanwhile cover as many
existing targets as possible. The main challenges of TPMTC problem can be summarized as
follows:

— The objective is the effective targeting of online objects by a swarm of UAVs. To achieve this,
the motion planning algorithm must be capable of adapting to real-time changes in target
locations and dynamically transforming their formation to cover as many targets, including
the newly arrived ones, as possible.
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— Each UAV is expected to move in a distributed and cooperative manner. The movement
should cooperatively maintain the fixed communication topology feasible while achieving
high coverage.

Second, as mentioned earlier, developing the idea of maintaining a fixed communication
topology still faces another challenge, i.e., the dynamic UAV leave and arrival. For example, to
deal with battery shortage while conducting long-lasting missions, it is a common paradigm in
swarm management solutions to let UAVs provisionally leave the swarm and recharge or directly
be replaced by other fully charged UAVs [12, 15, 16]. In this case, the maintained communication
topology can be broken as a UAV leaves and connections with newly arrived UAVs are needed
to be established. To mitigate this problem, we also design a topology-management protocol
for the swarm to adapt to the UAV leave and arrival, which enables the swarm to maintain the
communication topology under more sophisticated management operations.

In the literature, we are not the first to be aware of both communication and coverage for
mobile agents. For example, Kantaros et al. [19] investigated the problem of optimizing area
coverage while guaranteeing reliable communication among robots, Rahmanpour et al. [44]
focused on visiting targets while ensuring data transmission rate. Fernando, Senanayake, and
Swany [14] investigated the communication-aware control problem for covering a set of user
equipment using a UAV swarm. All such works follow the framework of dynamic routing, which
suffers from outdated route information. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

— To address the problem of frequently varying network topology in UAV networks while
avoiding unnecessarily weakening the coverage ability of swarm, we propose to maintain a
virtually fixed communication topology among UAVs, i.e., ensure the maximum physical dis-
tance of UAVs pairs specified in a given graph is below the communication range. Thus, static
routing can be enabled to preserve high-quality links and avoid outdated route information.

— We design a distributed motion planning algorithm for the UAV swarm to cooperatively
cover the targets online. The algorithm is theoretically proven to guarantee that the UAV
swarm converges to cover the targets while preserving the given communication topology
during the movement phase. To boost coverage efficiency, we also design a parallel-coverage
mechanism to cover multiple online-appearing targets simultaneously. Evaluation results on
the ns-3 network simulator demonstrate that compared to dynamic routing protocols OLSR
and AODV, the average end-to-end delay and average packet loss ratio are reduced by at
least 42.856% and 51.91%, respectively.

— A topology-management protocol is proposed to further maintain the communication topol-
ogy in more complex swarm management paradigms. With this protocol, the newly arrived
member can easily start cooperating with others, and as a UAV leaves the swarm, the broken
communication topology can be healed Results on a real postdisaster analysis dataset demon-
strate a smaller cumulative moving distance of UAVs and recovery delay for the topology
recovery process when UAVs leave the swarms in various sizes as compared to the baseline.

— Moreover, the developed topology-management protocol enables the UAV swarm to
reconfigure the communication topology adaptively. With this feature, the Topology-
Preserving Motion Planning (TPMP) algorithm can thoroughly exploit the flexibility of
UAV swarms. The results on the real dataset show that the coverage performance under the
TPMP algorithm with reconfiguration can even outperform the fully centralized baseline
on both online and offline scenarios, while preserving the superior network performance
using the static routing protocol.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The relevant studies are summarized in
Section 2. Both the Topology-Preserving Multi-Target problem and the Topology Management
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problem are formulated in Section 3. The algorithms proposed for the two problems are respec-
tively introduced in Sections 4 and 5. The theoretical analysis of the proposed algorithms is
presented in Section 6. The coverage quality, communication quality, and topology recovery qual-
ity of our algorithms are then evaluated in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the work in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

This article proposes the idea of preserving communication topology to enable static routing. We
investigate the online multi-target coverage problem to address the tradeoff between coverage
and communication among UAVs. Then a topology management protocol is developed to deal
with dynamic UAV leaves and arrivals. Therefore, we respectively review the relevant studies on
both connectivity-aware coverage and topology management of UAVs.

2.1 Connectivity-aware Coverage

Over the years, various coverage problems have been studied in different contexts [4, 31, 61]. In
consideration of communication among agents for data transferring or agent coordination, most
works [6, 52, 60] require a communication path always exists between any two agents, i.e., the
global connectivity must be maintained. For example, in mobile sensor networks, researchers have
been working on the Connected Target Coverage problem [11, 25, 36, 57, 60, 63] in past decades,
which requires a group of connected sensors to cover multiple targets while optimizing metrics
like energy cost, the number of used sensors, or moving distance. In multi-agent coordination,
Reference [6] studies the problem of path planning for connected agents to visit points in a graph,
and more problems of multi-agent pathfinding and conflict-based search under the connectivity
constraint are summarized in the thesis [43]. In robotics, References [21, 38, 52] respectively
investigate the problem of multi-target coverage, robust area coverage, and topology formation
under the global connectivity constraint among robots. In these works, only global connectivity
is considered, while the communication quality has not been discussed. Actually, maintaining
global connectivity only guarantees the feasibility of communications. The communication
quality could still be worse due to frequent topology changes.

In the past few years, a number of studies have taken the communication quality into consider-
ation in decision makings on motion control for a swarm of agents [19, 26, 29, 30, 35, 44, 45, 49, 68].
In terms of the optimization objective, they either investigate the quality of coverage defined
in different ways [19, 29, 35, 44, 45] or study non-coverage or general objectives [26, 30, 49, 68].
In those works, much more complex communication models than ours are used to evaluate the
quality of communications between agents, and then the corresponding communication-aware
strategies are proposed to improve the communication quality. However, those strategies are
tightly related to the models they defined and still work under the framework of dynamic routing.

2.2 Topology Management

The network topology of a swarm of UAVs is jointly determined by the physical positions of the
UAVs, which dictate whether a communication link exists between any two UAVs, and the routing
entries of the UAVs, which govern the use of communication links when forwarding data packets.
Prior research on managing the topology of a UAV swarm can be categorized into two groups:
those that relocate UAVs [1, 7, 10, 22, 39] and those that update routing entries, known as routing
protocols.

Routing protocol research, as detailed in References [24, 47], focuses on updating routing entries
and does not involve UAV movement. Conversely, research on topology management that relocates
UAVs includes several relevant studies. For example, Reference [7] uses a deep reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm to program the trajectory of each UAV, enabling them to create a varying topology
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over time to maximize net benefit. Reference [10] introduces a topology management algorithm
that initializes and modifies the positions of UAVs to maintain desired connectivity. To accom-
plish sparsely distributed missions with UAVs, Reference [22] develops a topology management
algorithm for each UAV that serves as a relay, dynamically adjusting positions to maintain global
connectivity and maximize overall objectives. Similarly, the topology management algorithm in
Reference [39] adopts the virtual force model to adjust the positions of relay UAVs. Reference [1]
proposes cooperation between a DRL-based router and topology management protocols that con-
trol UAV positions, but their approach is under the dynamic routing framework, which cannot
support topology-preserving UAV swarms.

Most existing studies on topology management of UAV swarms update positions and routing
entries of UAVs separately and within the dynamic routing framework. In contrast, our proposed
topology management approach can easily update both positions and routing entries of UAVs,
since it operates under the topology-preserving framework, where the communication topology
simultaneously determines both elements.

2.3 Summary

In summary, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no prior works have considered the con-
cept of preserving communication topology while covering multi-targets online with flexible
physical topology, which fundamentally improves the network performance and achieves high
coverage.

3 PRELIMINARY

3.1 Motivating Scenario

We consider real-time aerial monitoring systems, which are widely used in various scenarios like
search and rescue [2], road detection [17], and disaster monitoring [53]. In such scenarios, targets
(interesting points) appear over time and need to be observed/monitored via UAVs. Large amounts
of real-time data generated are transferred over the UAV network, and hence the UAV swarm
can preserve a fixed communication topology to boost the network efficiency as validated earlier.
Ideally, to collect enough data for analysis, all targets should be covered for the time period from
the moment that it appears to the moment that the UAV swarm completes its journey. However,
given the limited number of UAVs and the dynamics of target arrivals, it is not possible to cover all
targets at the same time. As a compromise solution, upon the arrival of a newly appeared target,
the UAV swarm needs to cover the new target (for fairness and diversity of collected data) and try
its best to keep as many existing targets being observed/covered as possible (for collecting larger
amount of data).

3.2 TPMTC Problem

Now we formulate the problem above as a TPMTC problem that preserves a fixed communication
topology while covering new appearing targets. LetU denote the UAV swarm. Let pu,t denote the
position of UAV u ∈ U at time t . Denote status profile at time t for the swarm U to be PU ,t =

{pu,t ∈ R2 |∀u ∈ U }. Then PU ,0 contains initial positions of swarm U . Let dt (ui ,uj ) denote the
Euclidean distance between UAVs ui and uj at time t . Also, we slightly abuse d (pi ,pj ) to denote
the distance between any two points pi and pj . A point of interest appears online with an arbitrary
position and needs to be covered at least once by a UAV.1 Let T denote the set of all targets. We

1The information of the target can be offered by another part of the swarm application on top of the motion planning

module (our focus), e.g., a ground station or an object searching and finding module, which depends on the specific scenario

and is beyond the scope of this article. We only assume that the information is revealed to one of the UAVs in the swarm.
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use τi to denote the ith target, pτ to denote the position of any target τ ∈ T , and dt (τ , ·) to denote
the distance between a target τ and another target, UAV, or point at time t .

Coverage Model: A target τ is covered by UAV u at time t if the distance between them is not
greater than the sensing range rs , i.e., dt (τ ,u) ≤ rs . We use ηu,t to denote the set of targets covered
by UAV u at time t .

Communication Topology: Certain pairs of pre-configured communication links between
UAVs enable static routing among mobile UAVs. Formally, we denote the communication topology

forU by Ẽ = {(ui ,uj ) |ui ,uj ∈ U }, and the graphG (U , Ẽ) need to be acyclic, i.e., only one path exists

between two UAVs over the communication topology. We use Ñu = {u ′|(u,u ′) ∈ Ẽ} to denote u’s

neighbors in Ẽ that are called its Ẽ-neighbors. The communication topology is exogenously given,
and it is feasible at time t if each pair of UAVs in it can communicate with each other at time t ,

i.e., dt (ui ,uj ) ≤ rc ,∀(ui ,uj ) ∈ Ẽ, where rc is the communication range. We aim to maintain the
communication topology feasible during the movement of the UAV swarm when performing a
coverage task.

Motion Plan: We use a four-tuple (t ,v,u,p) to describe the movement of UAV, which indicates
that UAV u moves to another position p with speed v at time t . The UAV swarm responds to the
appearance of a newly appeared target by a motion plan. In general, we denote a motion plan
by MU ,PU ,0 = {(t ,v,u,p) |t ,v ∈ R+,u ∈ U ,p ∈ R2}. It describes each UAV’s motion at any time
and the change of formation. Besides, we define the ending time of the plan as tM = max{t +
d (pu,t ,p)/v ��

�
(t ,v,u,p) ∈ M }.

We will write PU ,t , ẼU , MU ,PU ,0 as Pt , Ẽ, M for short, respectively, if no ambiguity arises.
Next, we introduce the problem formulation. To keep communication topology feasible during

UAV movement, the motion plan for UAVs should be topology preserving. We say that a motion
plan M is topology preserving for UAVsU if and only if the pre-configured communication topol-
ogy is maintained feasible during the whole movement. That is,

dt (ui ,uj ) ≤ rc ,∀(ui ,uj ) ∈ Ẽ,∀t ∈ [0, tM ]. (1)

Assume that ta
i is the time when the ith target τi appears. The UAV swarm should change its

formation to cover each newly appeared target, i.e.,

∃t ∈ [ta
i , tM ],u ∈ U , dt (τi ,u) ≤ rs ,∀τi ∈ T . (2)

Meanwhile, the UAV swarm should keep covering as many existing targets as possible. We mea-
sure the coverage ability of a motion plan as follows. As targets arrive online sequentially, we
divide the covering process into phases. In phase i , the coverage/visit requirement of the target τi

from the UAV monitoring system arrives, and the UAV swarm moves to cover the target and mean-
while keeps covering as many existing targets as possible. Let ni be the number of existing targets
that are still kept observed/covered at the end of phase i . Then our objective is to maximize the
average number of covered targets over phases, which naturally measures the Average Coverage
(AC) of a motion plan. Therefore, the TPMTC problem can be defined as follows.

Definition 3.1 (TPMTC Problem). Given communication topology Ẽ, UAV set U , and the initial
status P0, determine a motion plan M on the arrival of a target to maximize the average coverage∑ |T |

i=1 ni/|T | subject to constraints (1) and (2).

The notations are summarized in Table 1.
Since targets appear online, another might appear while UAVs are trying to cover one target. To

boost the coverage efficiency or reduce the waiting time of targets, we also hope that the method
that solves the TPMTC problem can deal with multiple targets simultaneously if possible. Thus, a
parallel-coverage mechanism is also needed to reinforce the solution of TPMTC.
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Table 1. Notations

Notation Description

U UAV set
T Target set
τi ith appeared target
pu,t UAV u’s position at time t
Pt Set of each UAV’s position at time t

dt (·, ·) Distance between any two points at time t
ηu,t Set of targets covered by u at time t
Nt Set of covered targets at time t
n(t ) The number of covered targets at time t

Ẽ The communication topology of U

Ñu UAV u’s neighbors in Ẽ
M Motion plan for U
tM The end time of M
ta
i The time of τi ’s appearance

3.3 Problem Hardness

To demonstrate the hardness of our problem, we define the SLK-TPMTC problem where UAVs are
deployed to cover all targets. Here the “SLK” refers to “slack,” indicating this problem is relatively
easier than the original problem, since it deals with offline scenarios. In the SLK-TPMTC problem,
all targets in T arrive initially, and moreover, only the final coverage, i.e., the number of covered
targets at the final phase, is expected to be maximized instead of the average coverage.

Theorem 1. SLK-TPMTC is NP-hard.

Proof. We show that the SLK-TPMTC problem is NP-hard. The main idea of the proof is to
reduce the “Covering by Two Balls” (CTB) problem [33], an NP-hard problem, to the decision
version of the SLK-TPMTC problem.

The CTB problem is described as follows: Given a set of points S = {s1, . . . , sm }, find two balls
B1,B2 with the radius of 1 that cover all points at the same time or determine no such balls exist.
The decision version of the SLK-TPMTC problem that is calledK-SLK-TPMTC problem is to decide
whether at least K targets can be covered by UAVs at the same time in SLK-TPMTC problem.

The reduction from the CTB problem to K-SLK-TPMTC problem can be conducted as follows.
For any instance of a CTB problem, view each point in S as a target to be covered by UAVs. We set

two UAVsU = {u1,u2} and the parameters to be Ẽ = {(u1,u2)}, rs = 1, rc = 2+max{d (si , sj ) |∀si , sj ∈
S }, K = |S |. It is obvious that the reduction can be done within polynomial time.

Next, we will demonstrate that |S | points can be covered in the CTB problem if and only if K
targets can be covered in the constructed instance of K-SLK-TPMTC problem.

First, if only one point exists in the CTB problem, then obviously the only point in the CTB
problem, and the only target in K-SLK-TPMTC problem can be covered.

Then we consider K = |S | ≥ 2. On the one hand, if in the CTB problem, all |S | points can be
covered, then obviously there exists a feasible solution where the distance between these two balls
is no greater than 2+max{d (si , sj ) |∀si , sj ∈ S }. Thus, we just make u1,u2 positioned as B1,B2 does.
This implies a feasible solution in the constructed instance to cover K targets. If |S | points cannot
be covered simultaneously, then obviously any two UAVs cannot cover all K targets in the con-
structed instance even without considering communication range constraints. That is, there exists
no feasible solution covering K targets in the constructed instance of K-SLK-TPMTC problem.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the TPMP method. (a) Target τ1 appears by running the KMA algorithm, andu1 is elected

to be in charge of covering τ1. (b) To cooperatively enable u1 to cover τ1, UAVs run the TP3 algorithm to

plan their destinations. (c) As UAVs are moving, another two targets τ2 and τ3 appear. Then UAVs adopt the

Parallel-Coverage mechanism to try to cover all of them and re-calculate their destinations. (d) By running

the ULMC algorithm, UAVs move simultaneously and arrive at their destinations. After that, all targets are

covered.

On the other hand, in the constructed instance of the K-SLK-TPMTC problem, if all K targets
can be covered, then we just make two balls B1,B2 positioned asu1,u2 does. This implies a feasible
solution covering all |S | points in the CTB problem. Moreover, if K points cannot be covered
simultaneously, then obviously there exist no feasible solutions covering |S | points in the CTB
problem.

Therefore, |S | points can be covered in the CTB problem if and only if K targets can be covered
in the constructed instance of the K-SLK-TPMTC problem. �

3.4 Topology-management Problem

As mentioned earlier, the UAV swarm might face dynamic UAV arrival and leave, e.g., UAV in the
swarm provisionally leave the swarm and return to recharge its battery. When a UAV leaves or
arrives, to continue moving while preserving a fixed communication topology, the swarm needs
to manage its communication topology judiciously. Especially when a UAV leaves the swarm, the
preserved communication topology might break, and, thus, motion planning for remaining UAVs
is invoked to adjust their positions and rebuild a new communication topology. Formally, based
on the preceding models, we formalize the TM problem as follows.

Definition 3.2 (TM Problem). Given communication topology Ẽ, UAV setU , a leaving or arriving

UAV u ∈ U , and current status Pt , distributedly determine a new communication topology Ẽ ′ for

new UAV set U \ {u} or U ∪ {u} and a motion plan M such that Ẽ ′ is feasible after conducting M .

4 TOPOLOGY-PRESERVING MOTION PLANNING

In this section, a distributed method named TPMP is presented to solve the online TPMTC problem.
The method contains three algorithms to cover each newly appeared target and a parallel-coverage
mechanism to enhance the parallel processing capability of the UAV swarm. An example of TPMP
can be found in Figure 2.

4.1 Overview

The online TPMTC problem could be divided into three sub-problems as follows: (1) who to cover :
Which UAV is in charge of covering the newly appeared target?; (2) where to go: What are the
final destinations of UAVs to cooperatively enable the selected UAV to cover the target while
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preserving the communication topology?; and (3) how to move: How do the UAVs move from their
current positions to their final destinations while preserving the communication topology during
movement?

The proposed TPMP works as follows. When a new target τnew appears, first the Keep Most
Anchors (KMA) algorithm is called to elect a UAV named the root UAV uroot to be in charge of
covering τnew. Second, the Topology-Preserving Pre-Planning (TP3) algorithm is called to cal-
culate the final destinations Pd

U
where τnew is covered by uroot and the UAV swarm covers as many

existing targets as possible. Third, the Uniform Linear Motion Control (ULMC) algorithm is
called to drive UAVs simultaneously to Pd

U
from their initial positions P i

U
while preserving the

communication topology during the movement.
Moreover, since the targets appear online, while UAVs are conducting an existing motion plan

to cover a target τnow, other targets might appear midway. UAVs might be able to cover τnow and
some of the midway targets simultaneously. Thus to enhance the parallel processing capability of
the UAV swarm, a parallel-coverage mechanism is proposed.

Next, we would elaborate on the three algorithms and a mechanism. For the convenience of

description, we would ignore the notation of communication topology Ẽ in the input of the algo-
rithms, which is just given at the beginning. Additionally, in the following sections, a set of UAV
positions would be denoted as P ·U = {p

·
u |∀u ∈ U }, where the superscript · is identification text (PU

is still the set of current UAV positions as aforementioned). For example, “d” represents the set of
destinations, and “i” is used for the set of initial positions.

4.2 Who to Cover: KMA Algorithm

In this section, we present the KMA algorithm to elect a UAV named the root of UAV to cover the
newly appeared target τnew.

The main idea of KMA is to find a UAV that can cover τnew while trying not to disturb UAVs
that are covering target(s). More specifically, for a UAV ua that is covering at least one target, to
preserve its coverage for the target(s), we expect that it could remain stationary, and, thus, it is
called an anchor. However, as other UAVs might move cooperatively to cover τnew, to preserve the
communication topology, an anchor may have to move. Therefore, we try to elect the UAV that
could cover τnew while the number of disturbed anchors is minimized.

To determine whether an anchor ua would be disturbed by a UAV u to cover τnew, the UAVs
simply bid the Euclidean distance between τnew and ua with the theoretical maximum distance
between u and ua after broadcasting their number of covering targets.2 That is, if dt (τnew,p

i
ua

) ≤
rs + rc · h(pi

u ,p
i
ua

), then it is approximated that the ua would not be disturbed by u to cover τnew,
where h(u,ua ) is the hop count between u and ua .

4.3 Where to Go: TP3 Algorithm

In this section, we propose a distributed algorithm named TP3 to find the UAV destinations such
that (1) the newly appeared target τnew is covered by the root UAV uroot and (2) and the communi-
cation topology is preserved.

The main process of the TP3 algorithm is to initialize the destination set Pd
U

to the initial position

set P i
U

and iteratively update the destinations for needed UAVs. For the sake of description, both
in this section and the proof section, we will use “move”-related term to indicate the search and
update process for a UAVu’s destinationpd

u . For example, “u tries to move closer to target τ ” means

u tries to search for a position nearer to τ and update pd
u to the position if it is successfully found.

2This process could be implemented by adopting existing distributed election algorithms like References [3, 23].
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ALGORITHM 1: TP3 Algorithm

Input: Set of initial UAV positions P i
U

, Target τnew, Root UAV uroot

Output: Set of UAV destinations Pd
U

1 Pd
U
← P i

U
, t ← current time;

2 Execute TPUB(uroot,τnew,τnew);

3 Function TPUB(u,τ ,up ):

4 t ←current time;

5 if u is uroot and dt (τnew,p
d
u ) ≤ rs then

6 return

7 end if

8 pN ← NPTN(Ñu ,ηu,t ,τ );

9 if dt (τnew,pN) − dt (τnew,p
d
u ) < 0 then

10 pd
u ← pN;

11 if u is uroot then

12 TPUB(uroot,τnew,τnew);

13 else

14 reply to u’s parent up ;

15 end if

16 else

17 b ← bottleneck(u,τ );

18 if b ∈ ηu,t then

19 stop covering b;

20 else

21 TPUB(b, up , u);

22 Wait till b replies;

23 end if

24 TPUB(u,τ ,up );

25 end if

26 End Function

27 return Pd
U

Moreover, under such a narrative, the “current position” for a UAV mentioned later would be its
latest destination instead of its real position.

As no cyclic path exists in the communication topology, a single tree rooted at the selected UAV
uroot would be built by conducting Breadth-First-Search. The main idea of the TP3 algorithm is to
let UAVs at the top level first try to move closer to their targets, either to cover τnew (for uroot) or to

help its parent move closer to the target (for non-root UAVs). As the connections to Ẽ-neighbors
need to be maintained, a UAV might not be able to move closer to its target, and then it would ask
its children for help. In other words, UAVs conduct a top-down process to require help from their
children if necessary, and children would move and reply to its parent in a bottom-up manner.

Obviously, the process of TP3 described above can be implemented in a distributed manner. For
ease of description, we describe TP3 in Algorithm 1 in detail in a centralized manner. Specifically,
we use a general function TPUB(u,τ ,up ), whose name indicates Topology-Preserving UAV
Behaviour, to describe in the TP3 algorithm how a UAV u moves closer to the point τ given
by another UAV up called its parent. On the appearance of a new target τnew, we take the UAV
assigned to τnew as the root UAV, whose parent is defined as τnew for convenience of describing the
algorithm. The root UAV is denoted by uroot, and others are called non-root UAVs. UAV uroot tries
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ALGORITHM 2: Functions used in TP3

1 Function NPTN(Ñu ,ηu ,τ ):

2 t ←current time, p ← 0;

3 Icirle, Iline, i .sources ← ∅;
4 Ñcircle ← All neighbor and coverd target circles;

5 if τ is within all circles in Ñcircle then

6 return τ

7 end if

8 Calculate set Icircle, Iline for u;

9 I ← {i |i ∈ Icircle ∪ Iline,dt (i,nc .center ) ≤ nc .radius,∀nc ∈ Ñcircle};
10 p ← argmin

i ∈I
dt (i,τ );

11 Save the sources of p in set p.sources;

12 return p;

13 End Function

14 Function bottleneck(pn ,τ ):

/* un(·) indicates vector unitization. */

15 b ← argmin
b∈pn .sour ces

un ( �τ .pos − �pn .pos ) · un ( �b .pos − �pn .pos );

16 return b;

17 End Function

to move closer to cover the target τnew. However, to maintain the feasibility of the communication
topology, it is possible that uroot cannot directly move to target τnew without other non-root UAVs’
movement. Thus, we design a method called NPTN that can find the position nearest to a target
τ that a UAV u could move to without disturbing neighboring UAVs and covered targets. If the
point found by NPTN is not closer to its target compared to its current position, then the root
UAV currently falls in an unmovable status. To tackle this case, we further propose the bottleneck

function to find the “bottleneck” UAV ub among uroot’s children, i.e., its Ẽ-neighbors. Then an
unmovable UAV will require the “bottleneck” UAV to move and help it get out of unmovable status.
The “bottleneck” UAV will either respond to the request immediately or after iteratively executing
TPUB(·) to ask for other UAVs’ assistance. The root UAV then can reconsider its situation and
tries to move closer to the new target. The process repeats until the target τnew is covered by the
root UAV. Figure 3 gives an example of the distributed motion plan.

Then we introduce more details on the function NPTN and bottleneck. Before that, we define
two kinds of circles.

Definition 4.1 (Neighbor Circle). For UAV u,unb ∈ U , if unb is an Ẽ-neighbor of u, then the circle
centered at UAV unb ’s current position with radius rc is called u’s neighbor circle.

Definition 4.2 (Target Circle). For a target τ ∈ T , the circle centered at τ ’s current position with
radius rs is called a target circle.

Function NPTN works as follows. Given a UAVu, it takes Ñu ,ηu,t ,τ as the input, where Ñu is the

set ofu’s Ẽ-neighbors, ηu,t is the set of targets covered byu at time t , and τ is the destination thatu
needs to move to. First, it computes the movable area of u, which is the intersection area between

all the neighbor circles of Ñu and target circles of targets in ηu,t . If τ is in the movable area, then
NPTN returns τ as the destination pn . Otherwise, NPTN finds a point within the movable area
that minimizes its distance to τnew. Such kind of point can only be on the intersection points of
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Fig. 3. Example of running TP3 algorithm to cover τnew. (a) Initially target τ has been covered byu3. The fixed

communication topology Ẽ contains link (u1,u2) and (u2,u3). (b) u1 is the root-UAV in charge of covering

τnew, while it is constrained by u2 and cannot move closer to τnew. Hence, u1 selects u2 as the bottleneck and

asks it for assistance. Then u2 finds the nearest pint pn (to τnew) within its movable area without disturbing

u1, u3 (by calling NPTN(Ñu2 ,ηu2 ,τnew)). (c) u2 moves to the calculated point and give feedback to u1. (d) u1

again tries to find its nearest point to τnew. (e) u1 moves to the found point. (f) Finally, u1 covers target τnew.

Fig. 4. Example of function NPTN and bottleneck, where shadow area is the movable area of uroot. (a) To

cover τ , UAV uroot initially finds the point pn nearest to τ it could reach without disturbing its children u1

and u2. (b) After moving to the found point, it becomes unmovable, and thus it founds u1 as the bottleneck

(that hinders it).

neighbor circles, denoted by Icircle, or on the intersection points between a neighbor circle �(u ′, rs )

centered at u ′ with radius rs where u ′ ∈ Ñu and a line segment τu ′, denoted by Iline. Among these
points, it just chooses the one within the movable area that is the closest to τ as the returned point
pn . Figure 4(a) shows an example of the computed nearest point. Note that we save the centers of
neighbor circles and target circles that contain point pn into a set sources for further usage.

When u is currently unmovable, it calls Function bottleneck to find the “bottleneck” UAV b
for assistance, which is the one that achieves the largest angles generated by the sources of pn

and target τ . For example, as shown in Figure 4(b), u1,u2 are the sources of pn . We compare the
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ALGORITHM 3: ULMC

Input: Set of UAV initial position P i
U

, Set of UAV destinations Pd
U

Output: Motion plans M
1 M ← ∅;

/* UAVs bid to decide the moving time and departure time. */

2 tmove ← max
u ∈U

d (pi
u ,p

d
u )

vm
u

, tdep ← max
u ∈U

t
dep
u ;

3 foreach u ∈ U do

4 M ← M ∪ {(tdep,
d (pi

u ,p
d
u )

t move ,u,pd
u )}

5 end foreach

6 return M

magnitude of two angles ∠τurootu1 and ∠τurootu2, and choose u1 as bottleneck. If a covered target
is regarded as the bottleneck, i.e., b ∈ ηu,t , then u will stop covering it and reconsider its situation.

Otherwise, if any of u’s Ẽ-neighbors is selected as the bottleneck, then u will ask the bottleneck
UAV to move for assistance.

Actually, the bottleneck UAV is a non-root UAV and behaves nearly the same as the root UAV.
While the root UAV wants to cover a target τnew, a non-root UAV aims at being closer to the point
given by its parent. Thus, we can also call NPTN to iteratively guide its movement.

Note that if any obstacle exists in the environment, then TP3 can still work by subtracting an
“obstacle circle” while calculating a UAV’s movable area, where the obstacle circle is centered at
the position of the obstacle with the radius of the safe distance between a UAV and the obstacle. If
subtracting such an obstacle circle makes the UAV fall into an unmovable situation, then the UAV
can also request help from its children or stop covering certain target(s) as described earlier, which
will help it move toward its target position while bypassing the obstacle.

4.4 How to Move: ULMC Algorithm

In this section, a distributed motion control algorithm named ULMC is proposed to simultaneously
drive UAVs to a feasible destination set while preserving the communication topology.

The main idea of ULMC is to ask UAVs to move along a straight line to their destinations at
constant speeds, and by carefully setting each UAV’s speed, the communication topology could be
preserved.

As presented in Algorithm 3, initially u calculates its own minimum moving time
d (pu ,p

d
u )

vm
u

ac-

cording to the maximum speed vm
u and determines its earliest departure time t

dep
u . Subsequently,

UAVs bid their own moving times and departure times, and the bid with maximum one tmove and

bid with the latest one tdep would win.3 Consequently, each UAV u sets its speed as
d (pu ,p

d
u )

t move and
moves simultaneously to destinations linearly in constant speed. Also, since the path and speed of
each UAV are priorly determined before the actual movement, to avoid inter-UAV collision, UAVs
can extra share their origination and destination while bidding. Then UAVs can adaptively adjust
their flying height or speed to avoid collisions at the path intersections with others.

4.5 Parallel-coverage Mechanism

The algorithms above enable the UAV swarm to cover a newly appeared target while keeping
as many existing targets covered as possible. In this section, a parallel-coverage mechanism is

3The bidding process could be implemented by adopting existing distributed election algorithms [3, 23].
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ALGORITHM 4: Parallel-Coverage

Input: Current target τnow to be covered, current destinations Pd
U

1 τd
U
← {τnow};

2 foreach midway target τmid do

3 uroot ←KMA(Pd
U

, τmid);

4 Pmid
U
←TP3(Pd

U
, τmid, uroot);

5 Pnext
U
← Pmid

U
;

6 foreach τ ∈ τd
U

do

7 if d (pnext
u ,τ ) > rc , ∀u ∈ U then

8 Pnext
U
← Pd

U
;

9 break;

10 end if

11 end foreach

12 if Pnext
U
= Pmid

U
then

13 τd
U
← τd

U
∪ {τmid};

14 Pd
U
← Pnext

U
;

15 M ←ULMC(PU , Pd
U

);

16 Execute M ;

17 end if

18 end foreach

presented to further enhance the parallel processing capability of the UAV swarm, considering
that new targets might appear midway while UAVs are moving to cover the currently appeared
target τnow. In the parallel-coverage mechanism, UAVs would try their best to cover the current
target and the midway targets simultaneously rather than dealing with τnow only, which would
further enhance the parallel processing capability of the UAV swarm. The mechanism is illustrated
in Algorithm 4.

Specifically, the parallel-coverage mechanism works as follows. When the first midway target
appears while UAVs are moving to cover τnow, first, the KMA and TP3 algorithms are called to get
a new destination set Pmid

U
for the midway target if τnow is also being covered in Pmid

U
, and UAVs

would change their destinations to Pmid
U

to cover τnow and the midway target simultaneously.

Considering that multiple midway targets might occur, a target setτd
U

is maintained to remember
the targets UAVs currently plan to cover (including τnow and some of the midway targets). If and
only if the destination set for a midway target τmid enables all targets in the τd

U
to be covered, then

τmid would be added to τd
U

and the destinations of UAVs would be changed. Finally, all targets added

to τd
U

could be covered simultaneously with the new destination set, where the parallel processing
capability of the UAV swarm is further enhanced.

5 TOPOLOGY-MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

Due to reasons like battery shortage, the UAV swarm occasionally has to face dynamical UAV
leave and arrival in varying swarm management paradigms. To properly manage the maintained
communication topology, in this section we propose the topology-management protocol to deal
with both UAV leave and arrival. More concretely, this protocol works as follows.

— As a UAV u proactively leaves the swarm or passively fails, its Ẽ-neighbors are informed or
detect its failure, then they heal the broken communication topology and update their rout-
ing tables accordingly. This process is controlled by a mechanism named Topology-Recovery.
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— As a UAV u arrives and decides to join the swarm, it establishes a link with any of the UAV4

u ′ already in the swarm. As the communication link is built, u can know other members in
the swarm and communicate with them viau ′. Then it informs other members in the swarm
so that others know u has joined the swarm and can communicate with it via u ′.

— After arrivals or leaves of multiple UAVs, the design of the initial communication topology
can be disrupted. Also, since the targets appear in an online manner, there can be a need
to adapt the preserved communication topology. Specifically, when the reconfiguration is
triggered at a UAV u, where the new communication topology to be preserved is given,5 the
UAV u determines the final position of each UAV in the swarm and the way the UAVs move
to it according to its computing power. This process is controlled by a mechanism named
Topology-Reconfiguration.

Since the situation that a UAV arrives is obviously easy to deal with, next we will elaborate on
the Topology-Recovery mechanism that works when UAVs leave the swarm and the Topology-
Reconfiguration mechanism that works when the UAV swarm needs to adapt the communication
topology.

5.1 Topology-Recovery Mechanism

As a UAV leaves the swarm, since the communication topology is acyclic, a hole occurs, i.e., global
connectivity over the communication topology is broken. To mitigate this problem, one solution
is to use backup routing protocol [65] until another UAV or the left UAV itself joins the swarm and
fills this hole. However, to achieve effective and reliable network performance brought by static
routing, it is desirable to re-establish a new communication topology and continue using the static
routing protocol. Thus, as presented in Algorithm 5, we propose a Topology-Recovery mechanism
for remaining UAVs to repair the broken communication topology.6 An example of the mechanism
can be found at Figure 5.

First, the main idea of the mechanism is to ask the Ẽ-neighbors of the left UAV ul to approach
its last position in the swarm. Therefore, before repairing the broken communication topology

as ul leaves, to cooperate to repair the communication topology without communication, their Ẽ-
neighbors should be capable of knowing each other. Thus, as ul decides to leave the swarm, our

mechanism asks ul to tell each its Ẽ-neighbor its current position, the IDs, and network addresses

of all ul’s Ẽ-neighbors.

Second, when knowing each other, those UAVs (Ẽ-neighbors of ul) are then required to gather
toward ul’s last position plast

ul
so that they are closer enough to establish new links. To be specific,

when ul fails, the original swarm breaks into several separate UAV groups, each of which contains

an Ẽ-neighbor ufn of ul. Those UAV groups are inner-connected (and acyclic). Therefore, to make
the swarm connected again, inter-group links must be established. The main idea of our mecha-
nism is to make ufn in each group to gradually move toward plast

ul
while other UAVs in this group

assist ul by TP3 algorithm to keep inner-group connectivity.

Third, as Ẽ-neighbors oful are trying to distributedly gather towardplast
ul

and establish links with
each other at the meantime, when should they stop and who do they need to build a link with?
In our mechanism, those UAVs elect the one um

fn
who owns the maximum ID to replace ul. More

4By “u establishes a link with u′” we mean that they both receive the broadcast message from each other, so they could

know they are within each other’s communication range and put (u, u′) into the communication topology Ẽ (its own

copy).
5Since there can be different motivations/objectives for the topology reconfiguration, we assume the trigger mechanism

and methods of new communication topology have been installed for the UAV swarm to support general scenarios. Our

protocol helps the UAV to move to achieve the desired communication topology.
6The recovery process can also be found in the demo https://www.dropbox.com/s/1cip2pn4yszss31/demo.mp4?dl=0
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ALGORITHM 5: Topology-Recovery

Input: left UAV ul, ul’s last-sent position plast
ul

, a small positive number ϵ < 1

1 foreach ufn ∈ Ñul do

2 Ñufn ← Ñufn \ {ul};
3 um

fn
= argmax

u ∈Ñul
ID(u);

4 Ñ new
ufn
← ∅;

5 if ufn = u
m
fn

then

6 Ñ new
ufn
← Ñul \ {ufn};

7 else

8 Ñ new
ufn
← {ufn}

9 end if

10 dir← un(pufn − plast
ul

);

11 Start broadcasting message within own ID periodically;

12 while True do

13 Ñ broad
ufn

←IDs of UAVs contained in received broadcast messages;

14 for u ∈ Ñ new
ul
∩ Ñ broad

ufn
do

15 Ẽ ← Ẽ ∪ {(u,ufn)};
16 end for

17 Ñ new
ufn
← Ñ new

ufn
\ Ñ broad

ufn
;

18 if Ñ new
ufn
= ∅ then

19 break;

20 end if

21 Move to pufn + ϵ · dir with TPMP algorithm;

22 end while

23 End broadcasting and update routing paths;

24 end foreach

concretely, take ID(·) to denote the ID of a UAV, um
fn
= argmaxu ∈Ñul

ID(u) can be elected without

negotiation, since they all maintain a two-hop Ẽ-neighbor set and know each other’s ID. Then um
fn

needs to keep moving until it has established links with all others, i.e., UAVs in set Ñul
\ {um

fn
}, and

these UAVs can stop as long as they have established a link with um
fn

.
Fourth, as a new communication topology has been built, to enable static routing over it,

the communication/routing paths of UAVs might need to be updated. According to the variety
of the communication topology, we propose that for the communication path between uo

and ud :

— If the original path goes through um
fn

and ul like (uo , . . . ,u
m
fn
,ul, . . . ,ud ), then just remove ul

and save (uo , . . . ,u
m
fn
, . . . ,ud ) as its new communication path.

— If the original path goes through ufn ∈ Ñul
\ {um

fn
} and ul like (uo , . . . ,ufn,ul, . . . ,ud ), then

just replace ul with um
fn

and save (uo , . . . ,ufn,u
m
fn
, . . . ,ud ) as its new communication path.

— Otherwise, the path does not need to change.

Naturally, from the update rules of the communication/routing paths, the following property of
the recovery mechanism can be inferred.

Theorem 2. When a UAV of the swarm fails, with our recovery mechanism, the hop count of the

communication/routing path for each UAV pair does not increase.
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Fig. 5. Example of topology recovery mechanism. (a) Initially, the communication topology is feasible; u1,

u4, and u5 communicate via u0. (b) u0 fails or decides to leave, but u1, u4, and u5 are not within each other’s

communication range. (c)u1,u4, andu5 are informed byu0 its leaving or detectingu0’s failure by periodically

sent hello message, and then they gradually move toward the position that u0 last reports and try to build

communication links with (reconnect) each other. (d) As u1 and u5 find that they have stepped into each

other’s communication range by receiving periodically sent broadcast messages, they add each other’s ID

into their own Ẽ-neighbor set and update the routing table accordingly. Since the ID of u5 is larger, it keeps

moving and tries to reconnect with u4. (e) As u5 and u4 discover each other within their communication

range, they establish the communication link between them and update accordingly. (f) The communication

topology has been completely recovered, and the UAV swarm is ready for its undone tasks.

This theorem is simple but important. In our system model, the original communication
topology is given by the user. This means that the communication topology might be well
designed to satisfy certain QoS guarantees. Meanwhile, it is well known that hop count is a
significant metric of network performance like end-to-end delay [67] and stability [56]. Therefore,
our Topology-Recovery mechanism can not only repair the broken connectivity but also maintain
some important network properties of the original swarm.

5.2 Topology-reconfiguration Mechanism

When the reconfiguration mechanism is triggered at a UAV u, the new communication topology
to be preserved is given. Then the UAVu first requests the position of each UAV in the swarm. Sub-
sequently, the UAV u checks whether the new communication topology is feasible for the current
positions of UAVs or not. If the new communication topology is feasible, then it can be configured
directly by broadcasting the new routing entries to each UAV. If the new communication topology
is not feasible, then the UAVs need to move to new positions to enable it. Two mechanisms for the
movement are provided as follows, where the UAV u can adaptively choose based on its available
computation resources.

The first mechanism is simple and does not require much computation resources. To be con-
crete, the UAV u calculates the average UAV positions, denoted by p, and broadcasts it to all UAVs
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with the new communication topology. Subsequently, all UAVs move toward p by the ULMC al-
gorithm. During this process, called the shrink process, all UAVs periodically broadcast HELLO
messages and respond to HELLO messages sent by their neighbors in the new communication
topology. Once each UAV has been established with its new neighbors, all UAVs stop moving and
the shrink process ends. We will show in Theorem 4 that if initially and lastly the same commu-
nication topology is preserved, it is also preserved during the movement process. Therefore, we
can easily conclude that during the shrink process, the UAV swarm is globally connected as the
old communication topology is always preserved.

The second mechanism can lead to a shorter moving distance, but it requires more computation
resources. To be concrete, we propose to use a solver to derive the new UAV positions where both
the new and old communication topology are preserved, and the cumulative distance for the UAV
to move from the current positions is minimized. Specifically, let pu be the current position of the

UAV u, Ẽ be the communication topology, p ′u be the position of the UAV u to be solved, and Ẽ ′ be
the given new communication topology, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows:

min
p′u

∑
u ∈U
‖pu − p ′u ‖L1

subject to ‖pu1 − pu2 ‖L2 ≤ rc ,∀(u1,u2) ∈ Ẽ ∪ Ẽ ′,

(3)

where ‖ · ‖L1 and ‖ · ‖L2 are respectively L1-norm and L2-norm. Note that some solvers can deal
with quadratic constraints directly, e.g., the Gurobi solver. Also, one can also slack the Euclidean
distance constraints to linear constraints as Reference [38] does.

After obtaining the new positions of UAVs by the solver, the UAV u can broadcast the new posi-
tions to UAVs with the communication topology. Then the UAVs can follow the ULMC algorithm to
move to their new positions, where the new communication topology is feasible to be configured.
During this process, the UAV swarm is globally connected, since it also keeps the feasibility of the
old communication topology.

Moreover, if the positions of UAVs under the new communication topology are also exogenously
provided, then the swarm should follow the Topology-Reconfiguration mechanism to reconfigure
the network before applying the ULMC algorithm to move to the given positions. This ensures that
the global connectivity of the UAV network is maintained throughout the movement. If the UAVs
were to move directly to the given positions, then the global connectivity of the UAV network
might be compromised.

6 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we prove the theoretical guarantees of the proposed solution. We will first show that
the communication topology is preserved during movement under the proposed motion planning,

i.e., proper distance between each pair of UAVs in the communication topology Ẽ is maintained.
Then we will further prove its convergence, i.e., the newly appeared targets always get covered.

6.1 Feasibility of Communication Topology

As the final destinations of UAVs are calculated by the TP3 algorithm and the movement from initial
positions to the destinations is controlled by the ULMC algorithm, we will respectively prove that
in both algorithms, the feasibility of communication topology is preserved.

Theorem 3. The communication topology is feasible if UAVs are in the destinations planned by the

TP3 algorithm.

Proof. The destination of each UAV is calculated by the NPTN function, which is on or inside
the movable area intersected by its neighbor circles. This implies that the communication topology
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is preserved after every update for the UAV destination. As the update process ends, the UAV
destinations are fixed, thus, the communication is feasible for UAVs in their destinations. �

Theorem 4. Given each UAV’s destination, assume that the communication topology is feasible

for both UAVs’ initial positions and destined positions. If UAVs run the ULMC algorithm, then the

communication topology would not be broken during their movements.

Proof. For any UAV pair (ua ,ub ) ∈ Ẽ, assume that A1,B1 is respectively the initial position of
ua ,ub ,A2,B2 the destined position ofua ,ub , andA,B the position at any time slot during the move-

ment. Then we could denote
−→
AB as the linear combination of

−−−→
A1B1 and

−−−→
A2B2, and by calculating

the magnitude of
−→
AB we find that |−→AB | ≤ max{|−−−→A1B1 |, |

−−−→
A2B2 |}.

Initially, since the communication topology is feasible when UAVs are in their initial positions
and destined positions, we could get that

|−−−→A1B1 | ≤ rc , |
−−−→
A2B2 | ≤ rc . (4)

Next, we prove that the connection between the UAV pair at any time would always be main-
tained, which indicates that the communication topology is maintained feasible during movement.
This could be formalized as follows:

|−→AB | ≤ rc . (5)

Since ua ,ub move straightly respectively from A1,B1 to A2,B2, by letting ka ,kb ∈ [1,+∞), we
could assume that

−−−−→
A1A2 = ka

−−−→
A1A

−−−→
B1B2 = kb

−−→
B1B.

(6)

Meanwhile, ua ,ub move in constant speeds while leaving A1,B1 at the same time and arriving
A2,B2 at the same time, which indicates that

ka = kb := k,k ∈ [1,+∞). (7)

The Euclidean distance between ua and ub could be denoted as |−→AB |, and the vector
−→
AB could be

calculated by
−→
AB =

−−−→
AA1 +

−−−→
A1B1 +

−−→
B1B (8)

and
−→
AB =

−−−→
AA2 +

−−−→
A2B2 +

−−→
B2B

= (
−−−→
AA1 +

−−−−→
A1A2) +

−−−→
A2B2 + (

−−−→
B2B1 +

−−→
B1B)

(6)(7)
= (
−−−→
AA1 + k

−−−→
A1A) − k−−→B1B + (

−−−→
B2B1 +

−−→
B1B).

(9)

By adding Equations (8) and (9),
−→
AB could be denoted as

−→
AB = (1 − k

2
) (
−−→
B1B −

−−−→
A1A) +

1

2
(
−−−→
A1B1 +

−−−→
A2B2)

(6)(7)
= (
−−−→
B1B2 −

−−−−→
A1A2) +

1

2
(
−−−→
A1B1 +

−−−→
A2B2)

= (
−−−→
B1A1 +

−−−−→
A1A2 +

−−−→
A2B2 −

−−−−→
A1A2) +

1

2
(
−−−→
A1B1 +

−−−→
A2B2)

=
1

k

−−−→
A2B2 + (1 − 1

k
)
−−−→
A1B1.

(10)
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Thus the Euclidean |−→AB | distance between ua and ub could be denoted as

|−→AB | =
√
|−→AB |2 =

√
−→
AB · −→AB

(10)
=

√
|−−−→A2B2 |2
k2

+ (1 − 1

k
)2 |−−−→A1B1 |2 + (

2

k
− 2

k2
)
−−−→
A1B2 ·

−−−→
A2B2.

(11)

Equation (11) indicates that f : 1
k
→ |−→AB |2 is a univariate quadratic function, and we could get

that the coefficient of ( 1
k

)2 is

|−−−→A1B1 |2 + |
−−−→
A2B2 |2 − 2

−−−→
A1B1 ·

−−−→
A2B2

≥|−−−→A1B1 |2 + |
−−−→
A2B2 |2 − 2|−−−→A1B1 | |

−−−→
A2B2 |

=( |−−−→A1B1 | − |
−−−→
A2B2 |)2 > 0.

(12)

It indicates that the parabola of f ( 1
k

) opens upwards. Moreover, by Equation (7) we know that
1
k
∈ (0, 1], therefore

|−→AB | =
√
|−→AB |2

≤
√

max{ f (
1

k
→ 0), f (

1

k
→ 1})

=

√
max{|−−−→A1B1 |2, |

−−−→
A2B2 |2}

(4)
≤

√
max{r 2

c , r
2
c } = rc .

(13)

Hence for any UAV pair (ua ,ub ) ∈ Ẽ, if they follow the ULMC method, then their Euclidean dis-
tance would not be greater than the communication range rc at any time, i.e., the communication
topology would always be feasible. �

6.2 Convergence of Coverage

As UAVs move in a distributed and cooperative manner in the motion plan, we need to show
that with TPMP the UAV swarm can converge to cover targets. In TPMP, the destination set is
calculated by TP3, and the movement is guided by ULMC. Obviously, ULMC converges to achieve
the destined positions. Thus, to prove the convergence of coverage. Next, we propose that the
TP3 algorithm converges to cover the newly appeared target, i.e., it would successfully return a
destination set for the UAV swarm where the newly appeared target is covered.

To be specific, we will show that in the TP3 algorithm it will not cause a deadlock or infinitely
wait for others’ assistance, respectively. Specifically, we first prove that any UAV u would not be
its bottleneck UAV’s bottleneck and then show that the root UAV would keep moving closer to the
new target until the target gets covered.

To begin with, we introduce a special line, called bottleneck boundary, that can help us figure
out the relationship between an unmovable UAV u and its bottleneck (see Figures 8 and 9 for
reference).

Definition 6.1 (Bottleneck Boundary). Assume that UAV u is unmovable and its target point
is τ . The bottleneck boundary of u is the perpendicular of τu that goes across point u. We say
that a point px is inside the bottleneck boundary of u iff pxu has no intersection point with the
boundary.
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Fig. 6. Example when every source’s center of an unmovable UAV u is inside the bottleneck boundary, and

there might be a circle whose center s ′ ∈ SL . Under this situation, we could always find a point p0 that is

reachable and closer to u’s target point τ than u’s current position.

Next, we will show an important property of the bottleneck boundary following the definition,
i.e., the bottleneck must be on or outside the boundary. To formally prove this property, we will first
show that the source centers of an unmovable UAV cannot be all inside the bottleneck boundary.
Then, based on this property, we show the bottleneck would not be inside the bottleneck boundary.

First, we show that at least one source center lies outside the bottle boundary.

Lemma 6.1. Assume that UAV u is unmovable, and we denote the set containing its sources’ centers

by SK = {s1, s2, . . . , sk }. Then there exists a center si (1 ≤ i ≤ k) that is outside the bottleneck

boundary of u.

Proof. We mix the centers of u’s neighbor circles and centers of covered target circles in a set
and divide them into two categories by whether it is a source’s center. We denote the set of source

centers by SK , the set of centers that do not belong to any source by SL , i.e., SL = Ñu ∪ ηu \ SK .
We prove the lemma by contradiction. Specifically, assume that all source centers are inside the

bottleneck boundary. Then, in such a situation, we can always find a point nearer to the target in
u’s movable area, i.e., area intersected by u’s all neighbor circles and covered target circles even if
SK � ∅, which contradicts the assumption that u is unmovable.

It is easy to prove the lemma for the case k = 1. We mainly consider k ≥ 2. In the following
proof, we will try to find a reachable point pn that is nearer to the target within the movable area.
Here, instead of directly examining the original movable area, we will apply a transformation and
consider a reduced movable area. As shown in Figure 6, we define the ray starting fromu and going
through τ as the polar axis and define the polar angle on [−π ,π ]. We apply a transformation as
follows. Let rm denote the minimum radius between the communication range and sensing range,
i.e., rm = min{rc , rs }. We move the center of each source from (rc ,θ ) or (rs ,θ ) to (rm ,θ ), and we
change their radiuses to rm . Note that the movable area is reduced in such a transformation, but
this does not affect the search for a reachable point.

Now, we try to find such kind of reachable pointpn . We denote the position of si ∈ SK by (rm ,θi ).
Assume that all centers are inside the bottleneck boundary, i.e., θi ∈ (− π

2 ,
π
2 ) for i ∈ K . Since u

is unmovable and the point it is currently on is intersected by �(si , rm ), the equation of the circle
is ρ = 2r cos(θi − θ ). Let θmax = maxi ∈K θi and θmin = mini ∈K θi . Given the area intersected by
�((rm ,θmax ), rm ) and �((rm ,θmin ), rm ), any point (ρ,θ ) within it should follow

ρ

2rm
≤ min{cos(θmin − θ ), cos(θmax − θ )}. (14)
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Fig. 7. Cosine curve in [−π ,π ].

By
ρ

2rm
≥ 0 and inequality (14), we have cos(θmin − θ ) > 0 and cos(θmax − θ ) > 0. As shown in

Figure 7, according to the property of the cosine curve, we have

θ ∈ (θmax −
π

2
,θmin +

π

2
) (15)

and
ρ

2rm
≤ cos(θi − θ ),∀i ∈ K . (16)

The intuitive interpretation of formula (15) is that the point (θi , cos(θi )) (which is initially on the
curving segment stroked with green in Figure 7) cannot slide out of range (− π

2 ,
π
2 ), and inequality

(16) demonstrates that the lowest point of a curving segment intercepted from cosine curve within
[−π ,π ] must be one of its two endpoints. For any circle center si ∈ SK and any point p ′(ρ ′,θ ′)
inside the area described by Equation (14), we have the following:

d2 (si ,p
′) − r 2 =

(√
r 2

m + ρ ′2 − 2ρ ′rm cos(θi − θ ′)
)2

− r 2
m

= 2rmρ ′
(
ρ ′

2rm
− cos(θi − θ ′)

)
By (16)
≤ 0,

(17)

where the last inequality is due to inequality (16). In addition, since we have θmin ,θmax ∈ (− π
2 ,

π
2 ),

we find that the area described by Equation (14) contains a subarea inside the bottleneck boundary,
which can be denoted by

Xθ := (θmax −
π

2
,θmin +

π

2
) ∩ (−π

2
,
π

2
) � ∅. (18)

Hence, we can find a pointp0 (ρ0,θ0) where θ0 ∈ Xθ and ρ0 = 2rm ·min{cos(θmin−θ0), cos(θmax−
θ0)} such that p0 is inside �(si , rm ) for ∀si ∈ SK . Moreover, p0 is closer to τ than u, because θ0 ∈
Xθ ⊂ (− π

2 ,
π
2 ), ρ0 > 0. That is, p0 is inside the bottleneck boundary, while u is the pole on the

bottleneck boundary.
If SL = ∅, then we have already found a point p0 where the UAV u could move to, and it is closer

to τ than the point u is currently on. Thus, it contradicts the assumption that u is unmovable.

If SL � ∅, then let ϵ = rm − maxs ′ ∈SL
d (s ′,u). Since SL ⊂ Ñu ∪ ηu and SL ∩ SK = ∅, we have

d (s ′,u) < rm for ∀s ′ ∈ SL , which implies ϵ > 0. It is obvious that a point inside �(u, ϵ ) is also
inside �(s ′, rm ) for ∀s ′ ∈ SL . Then we can find a point p0 (ρ0,θ0) where θ0 ∈ Xθ and

ρ0 = min{ϵ, 2rm cos(θmin − θ0), 2rm cos(θmax − θ0)}.
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Fig. 8. Example when a UAV up is the bottleneck of its bottleneck child uc . Under this situation, we will find

that uc is always inside its parent up ’s bottleneck boundary, which contradicts with Lemma 6.1.

Therefore, UAV u can move to such a point that is closer to its target τ , which also contradicts the
assumption that u is unmovable. This completes the proof. �

Then we could conclude the property of the bottleneck boundary as follows.

Lemma 6.2. The bottleneck must be on or outside the bottleneck boundary.

Proof. Assume on the contrary that the bottleneck is inside the boundary. According to the
selection rule of bottleneck, the bottleneck has the maximum polar angle among all the source
centers. Thus, every source’s center must also be inside the bottleneck boundary. This contradicts
Lemma 6.1. Therefore, the lemma is proved. �

Lemma 6.2 indicates that an unmovable UAV’s target and bottleneck stand on the opposite side
of the bottleneck boundary. Based on this property, we can show that any two UAVs would not
be each other’s bottleneck during the distributed motion plan, verifying that TP3 will not cause
deadlock.

Theorem 5. Once the child UAV uc has been chosen to be its parent up ’s bottleneck, up will not be

chosen as uc ’s bottleneck.

Proof. Assume that up is the bottleneck of uc . By Lemma 6.2, up must be in or outside the
bottleneck boundary of uc , i.e., ∠τucup ∈ [ π

2 ,π ]. Figure 8 shows an example. Applying law of
cosines on this angle in Δτucup , we have

|τup | =
√
|ucup |2 + |τuc |2 − 2|ucup | |τuc | cos ∠τucup

> |ucup | = rm .
(19)

Ifup is a non-root UAV, then the target point given touc must beup ’s parent. Since we have proved
that d (up ,τ ) > rm , up must be the root UAV, and τ is the real target assigned to up . However, up

cannot cover τ even if it has already been at the nearest point to τ ; otherwise, it would not step into
the process of selecting bottleneck. Hence, it chooses uc as its bottleneck and asks it to be closer
to τ . With the same deduction used in Equation (19), we could easily get |τup | > |τuc |, which
indicates that uc must be inside or on the �(τ , |τup |). Moreover, the bottleneck boundary of up
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Fig. 9. Possible positions of non-root UAV u’s parent up under different situations, when u is unmovable for

covering target τ or moving closer to its grandparent uдp . uc1 and uc2 are children of u, where uc1 is chosen

to be u’s bottleneck. The position of up is the target point u wants to be closer to. (a) If uдp is up ’s parent,

then up must be on the midperpendicular of uдpu. (b) If uдp is up ’s target τ , then up is the root UAV uroot,

and it must be on the arc stroked in red.

could be viewed as the tangent at point up . Hence, τ and uc lie on the same side of the bottleneck
boundary, i.e., uc is inside the bottleneck boundary of up . However, uc is the bottleneck of up , it
cannot be inside the bottleneck boundary by Lemma 6.1. This is a contradiction, and the theorem
is proved. �

Moreover, for any unmovable UAVu, we can show thatu’s target and the target ofu’s bottleneck
lie on the same side of u’s bottleneck boundary.

Lemma 6.3. Assume that UAV u is unmovable, and uc is the bottleneck child it selects, then the

target point of uc must be inside the bottleneck boundary of its parent u.

Proof. First, consider the case that u is the root UAV. In such a case, the target point of its
child uc is exactly the target τ assigned to u. By Definition 6.1, τ is obviously inside the bottleneck
boundary of u.

Next, consider the case that u is a non-root UAV. Under this situation, the target point of uc is
u’s parent UAV up , whose position is constrained by its child u and u’s target point uдp . Since uдp

might be up ’s parent (when up is a non-root UAV) or target (when up is the root UAV), we discuss
it by case.

If uдp is up ’s parent UAV, then d (up ,uдp ) = d (up ,u) = rm , since up is the bottleneck of uдp and
u is the bottleneck of up , as shown in Figure 9(a). It indicates that up lies on the midperpendicular
of uдpu. Obviously, the midperpendicular is parallel to the bottleneck boundary of u, and thus up

is inside the bottleneck boundary of u.
If uдp is up ’s target τ , then up is the root UAV uroot. Since u is uroot’s bottleneck, we know that

u is on or outside the bottleneck boundary of uroot by Lemma 6.2. Thus as shown in Figure 9(b)

uroot must lie on the minor arc stroked in red, which is intersected by �( τ+u
2 ,

|τ u |
2 ) and �(u, rm ).

Moreover, since the bottleneck boundary of u could be viewed as the tangent of �( τ+u
2 ,

|τ u |
2 ) at

point u, the arc must be inside u’s bottleneck boundary. Thus uroot must be inside u’s bottleneck
boundary.
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Hence, the lemma is proved. �

This indicates that u’s current bottleneck uc will move toward the area inside u’s bottleneck
boundary. Then, according to Lemma 6.2, a bottleneck cannot be inside the bottleneck boundary,
and thus uc would become a non-bottleneck UAV, which would help u get out of the unmovable
situation.

Based on the properties above, we can conclude that TP3 converges to cover targets in the
motion plan.

Theorem 6. In the motion plan TP3, each newly appeared target could be successfully covered by

its assigned root UAV.

Proof. We will prove in a bottom-up manner that every UAV could always be movable after
several times of child’s movements, and, finally, the root UAV will cover the new target.

First, consider a leaf UAV u that has no child. If u is unmovable, then, by Theorem 5, we know
that u’s parent cannot be its bottleneck. Then u’s bottleneck could only be its covered target. In
such a case, to respond to the newly appeared target, u would stop covering the bottleneck target.
When it stops covering all its bottleneck targets, no bottleneck exists, and u will be movable.

Next, consider a non-leaf UAV u whose children are all leaf UAVs. If u is unmovable, then, sim-
ilarly, we could get that u’s bottleneck ub can only be its child (a leaf UAV) by Theorem 5. Based
on the deduction above, we know that ub would keep moving closer to its target point. Moreover,
by Lemma 6.3 we know ub ’s target point is inside u’s bottleneck boundary. Once ub moves across
the boundary, it would not be u’s bottleneck by Lemma 6.2. Thus u will turn into movable status
when all its children have been inside its bottleneck boundary by Lemma 6.1.

Last, the same inference could be applied from the bottom to up to the root UAV, and the root
UAV can finally cover the new target. Thus, the theorem is proved. �

As mentioned, apparently the ULMC converges to drive UAVs to the destined positions. There-
fore the convergence of coverage for the TPMP method is guaranteed, i.e.,

Theorem 7. With the TPMP method, the UAV swarm converges to cover all appeared targets.

Note that our method can be easily extended to 3D space by mapping our current geometry
concepts to their 3D forms, e.g., mapping a target circle to a target sphere. Also, our preceding
theoretical results still hold for the extended methods by the same mapping methods, e.g., mapping
the bottleneck boundary to a bottleneck plane.

7 EXPERIMENTS

We conduct numerical experiments to evaluate our algorithms in both coverage and
communications.

7.1 Environment Setup

We consider the scenes of disaster response, which are the typical scenarios of monitoring with
UAV swarms. To provide more clarity, we refer to the analysis results released by Aria et al. (2019),
which include the damage degrees of disaster areas for significant events since 2014, based on
pre and post-disaster satellite images. For our research, we select four events, two of which are
earthquakes, and the other two are fires. We manually choose 25 square areas, each having a length
of 1 km. One of the events we pick is the Turkey earthquake of 2023, and the selected areas are
displayed in Figure 10(a).

For each selected area, we crop the heatmap image within it, where the center position of each
pixel is viewed as a candidate point. Next, we employ the k-means algorithm to partition the
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Fig. 10. Simulation configurations: areas selected for generation of targets and average packet loss ratio at

different communication distances for picking the communication radius.

candidate points into 50 clusters. The resulting centers of these clusters serve as our targets in the
experiments.

The appearance order of targets, the initial positions and the communication topology of
UAVs are randomly generated, but they are fixed for the same area for fair comparison among
different online coverage algorithms. Note that the maximum degree of the randomly generated
communication topology is set to 3. Also, the sensing radius rs is set to 50 m. The size of the UAV
swarm has been predetermined to be 25, 50, 80, and 100 to encompass both small and large scales
of UAV swarms.

7.2 Network Configuration

The communication range rc is essentially a marginal communication distance within which two
UAVs can communicate reliably with a low packet loss ratio, which should be selected judiciously
according to the quality of the channel in practice.

Therefore, we first need to introduce the model of the channel we used in our simulation.
Specifically, the experiments of communications are conducted in a popular network simulator
ns-3 [46]. In this simulator, we use IEEE 802.11b radio standard that operates in the 2.4-GHz
frequency band for wireless communication. A log distance path loss propagation model with
three distance fields and a Friis propagation model are chained to jointly address the effect of path
loss and fading in wireless communications. The constant range propagation model with light
speed is adopted to characterize the delay in the propagation between two UAVs. Meanwhile, the
DSSS error rate model [40] is adopted to determine the bit error rate during transmission.

To find the proper communication range given the model of channel or experimental environ-
ments, the communication range can be determined by testing the packet loss ratio with respect
to the communication distance between two UAVs and then locating a marginal distance with
a low packet loss ratio. In our experiments, we make two UAVs with fixed positions that keep
transmitting data packets of size 64 bytes at the constant rate of 3.5 kbps for 1,000 seconds from
one to another. The average packet loss ratio under each communication distance within the
range from 50 to 150 m with a step of 1 m are presented in Figure 10(b). Results show that the
packet loss ratio is very low as the communication distance is below about 80 m. As a result, we
set the communication range rc of UAVs to 70 m, which ensures the links preserved by the TPM
P algorithm to be reliable even with 10m of bias in positioning or drift in UAV movement.
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7.3 Coverage Quality

We compare the following algorithms, respectively:

(1) STBA [37]: A deployment algorithm that determines the positions of a fixed number of UAVs
such that the UAV network is globally connected to a sink node with a fixed location while
maximizing the number of covered targets. To adapt this algorithm to our online scenario,
the position of the newly appeared target at a round is set to the sink node’s position, which
ensures the algorithm satisfies that the newly appeared target gets covered.

(2) TPMP-recfg: This algorithm basically follows the TPMP algorithm. However, every time the
UAV swarm has covered 10 more targets, it calls the STBA algorithm to calculate the UAV
deployment for covering all appeared targets. Subsequently, it sends the minimum spanning
tree of the communication graph formed by the STBA’s UAV deployment to the Topology-
Reconfiguration mechanism as the new communication topology. After reconfiguration, it
asks the UAVs to move to the positions provided by the STBA algorithm. Then the UAV
swarm continues to follow the TPMP algorithm to cover newly appeared targets under the
constraint of the new communication topology.

(3) TPMP-fixed: Our solution for TPMTC, which assigns the target with KMA and then employs
motion plan TP3.

(4) RAND-fixed: Uniformly sample a UAV to cover the newly appeared target and then employ
motion plan TP3.

(5) MC-fixed: Solve the SLK-TPMTC with the Gurobi solver under the initially given communi-
cation topology.

(6) EXP : Coverage in expectation for static UAV swarm that is globally connected with
minimum overlaps among UAVs. Specifically, we simply assume that any two UAVs are
non-overlapping if they are not required to be connected following the communication
topology, the distance between two UAVs for each edge in the communication topology is
the maximum, i.e., rc , and the probability that a target is covered by the swarm equals to
the ratio of the whole sensing area of UAVs to the whole sampling area.

(7) STAR [38]: Solve the coverage-optimal deployment under the constraint of a star formation
for the UAV swarm.

Note that STBA, TPMP-fixed, TPMP-recfg, and RAND algorithms are online algorithms that can
cover each newly appeared target sequentially.

First, the AC of all online algorithms is demonstrated in Figure 11. The results indicate that
both of our proposed algorithms, TPMP-fixed and TPMP-recfg, outperform the baseline algorithm
RAND-fixed under all UAV swarm sizes. In fact, the AC of TPMP-fixed and TPMP-recfg exceeds
that of RAND-fixed by 36.649% and 209.804%, respectively, demonstrating the efficacy of the KMA
algorithm in terms of coverage. Notably, the AC of TPMP-recfg algorithm is 92.133% of that of the
fully centralized baseline algorithm STBA, which is a relatively close approximation.

Second, we closely monitor the online coverage of targets as they appear online. Specifically,
we keep a record of the number of targets covered in every round using all online algorithms. As
shown in Figure 12, we noticed a decline in the number of covered targets in online algorithms
as the UAV swarm size decreases, such as when K = 25. This decline could be attributed to
the inherent limitations of the UAV swarm’s coverage ability. However, as the UAV swarm size
increases beyond 25, the TPMP-recfg algorithm exhibited a comparable coverage ability with the
STBA algorithm in most rounds. Impressively, the TPMP-recfg algorithm even outperformed the
STBA algorithm in achieving better coverage at a later stage when K is 50 or 80. Therefore, we
conclude that our TPMP-recfg algorithm has the potential to thoroughly exploit the coverage
ability of a UAV swarm, outperforming even fully centralized algorithms. It is worth noting that
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Fig. 11. Average coverage.

the TPMP-recfg algorithm did not surpass the STBA algorithm in terms of coverage whenK = 100.
This could be attributed to the fact that the STBA algorithm has already achieved the global
optimum, covering all appeared targets. Hence, theoretically, there is no better solution that exists.

Third, we compare the average time of covering each newly appeared target, referred to as
the coverage time, under each online algorithm. Specifically, we set the average flying speed of
UAVs as 20 m/s, and the time for reconfigurations in STBA has not been counted in the coverage
time. Results illustrated in Figure 13 show that (1) as swarm size increases, the average coverage
time under all algorithms decreases, indicating a better coverage ability; (2) among all online algo-
rithms, our TPMP-fixed and TPMP-recfg algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms STBA
and RAND-fixed at every swarm size. (3) The coverage time averaged on all instances under the
TPMP-fixed and TPMP-recfg is 5.326 and 6.374 seconds, which is reduced by at least 49.204% and
39.208% compared to two other baselines, respectively.

Fourth, we investigate the deployment performance of all algorithms. Specifically, for each on-
line algorithm, we monitor the vector of UAV positions derived by the algorithm at each round
and pick the one where most targets (including the unappeared ones for that round) get covered
as the final deployment. The number of covered targets after the UAV deployment is referred to
as the final coverage. As illustrated in Figure 14, our TPMP-recfg algorithm outperforms all algo-
rithms other baseline algorithms, including the STBA algorithm, whose final coverage exceeds the
STBA, EXP, MC-fixed, RAND-fixed, and STAR algorithms by 3.728%, 75.379%, 87.186%, 142.127%,
and 145.518%. This again validates the potential of our proposed solution to thoroughly exploit the
UAV swarm’s flexibility.

7.4 Communication Quality

We further validate the improvement in communications based on motion plans generated by
the STBA, TPMP-fixed, and TPMP-recfg algorithms and conducted by the ULMC algorithm,
where the average speed of moving UAVs is set to be 20 m/s. The simulation time is set to 100
seconds. 50 experiments are conducted respectively for swarm sized 25, 50, 80, and 100. In each
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Fig. 12. Online coverage.

Fig. 13. Avearge time of covering each newly appeared target.
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Fig. 14. Final coverage.

experiment, three instances are generated. Instances in the same experiment share exactly the
same UAV motion plans and network settings (including the communication model as introduced
in Section 7.2 and the network traffic). The only difference of them is that they respectively use
static, OLSR [8], and AODV [41] routing protocols, except that no static routing protocol can be
configured when conducting motion plans generated by the STBA algorithm. Specifically, as a

fixed communication topology Ẽ is preserved during the movement, the static protocol is enabled

by initially configuring each UAV’s routing table according to the shortest paths in Ẽ. OLSR
is a standard table-driven/proactive routing protocol, where each node periodically maintains
and updates the routing table. AODV is a classical on-demand/reactive routing protocol, where
each node would search for a routing path only when communication needs arise. The Constant
Bit Rate traffic is applied in the experiments. More concretely, the packets sized 64 bytes are
generated at the rate of 3.5 kbps between 8, 16, 26, and 33 randomly picked UAV pairs when
the swarm size is respectively 25, 50, 80, and 100. Moreover, to model the variable/emergency
communication needs in real-time monitoring scenarios, the lifetime of each communication UAV
pair is set to 5 seconds, i.e., the communication UAV pairs are re-selected per 5 seconds.

The network performance, including the end-to-end delay and the packet loss ratio, is shown in
Figure 15. The labels in the figure indicate the algorithm utilized for generating the motion plan,
accompanied by the routing protocol employed, enclosed within brackets. The results illustrate
the following:

— Our proposed solutions, TPMP-recfg[STATIC] and TPMP-fixed[STATIC], exhibit superior
performance compared to other baselines in terms of packet loss ratio at every swarm size.
Specifically, on all instances, the packet loss ratio under the TPMP-recfg[STATIC] method
and TPMP-fixed[STATIC] method is 30.0825% and 34.2925%, respectively. Compared to
other solutions using a dynamic routing protocol, the TPMP-recfg[STATIC] method reduces
packet loss ratio by at least 51.91% (TPMP-fixed[OLSR]) and up to 62.071% (STBA[AODV]).

— When the swarm size is relatively small (i.e., K = 25), both TPMP-recfg[STATIC] and
TPMP-fixed[STATIC] outperform other baselines in terms of end-to-end delay. Specifically,
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Fig. 15. Network performance for UAV swarm sized 25, 50, 80, and 100 in different routing protocols.

the delay under the TPMP-recfg[STATIC] method and TPMP-fixed[STATIC] method is
50.528 and 28.874 ms, respectively. Compared to other solutions with a dynamic routing
protocol, TPMP-fixed[STATIC] reduces delay by at least 68.177% (STBA[OLSR]) and
up to 89.571% (STBA[AODV]). On instances from all swarm sizes, the delay under the
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Fig. 16. End-to-end delay (ms) of the TPMP algorithm under different channel models, routing protocols,

and data rates when UAV swarm size is 50.

Fig. 17. Packet loss ratio (%) of the TPMP algorithm under different channel models, routing protocols, and

data rates when UAV swarm size is 50.

TPMP-fixed[STATIC] method is 74.887 ms, which reduces delay under a dynamic routing
protocol by at least 42.856% (TPMP-recfg[OLSR]) and up to 78.495% (STBA[AODV]).

The results obtained confirm that maintaining a communication topology during movement
can enhance the end-to-end delay and the packet loss ratio. We also note that as the size of the
UAV swarm increases, the TPMP-recfg[STATIC] approach does not exhibit better performance
compared to other solutions that use dynamic routing protocols. This is likely due to the fact
that the TPMP-recfg method achieves better coverage performance, leading to a larger physical
distance between UAVs, which results in a larger number of forwarding times and propagation
delay. To investigate this further, we monitored the hop count of each UAV pair in the static routing
tables under the two methods. The results indicate that the average hop count under the TPMP-
recfg motion plan is always the largest compared to that under the TPMP-fixed motion plan with
the same routing protocol. This may explain the longer delay observed in TPMP-recfg[STATIC].

Subsequently, considering that the UAV swarm may work in different scenarios with various
transmission conditions, we validated the network performance of our solution under different
channel models. Specifically, we employed all three UAV-to-UAV channels as summarized
in refyan2019comprehensive, which are log-distance, line-of-sight, and 2-ray models. Moreover,
we also tested the performance under the non-line-of-sight channel to cover the cluttered environ-
ment with obstacles. Additionally, we investigated the impact of the data rate, which is set to 0.5,
1, 2, and 4 kbps, respectively. The UAV swarm size is fixed to 50. As illustrated in Figures 16 and 17,
results demonstrate that (1) our solution outperforms dynamic routing solutions in terms of both
delay and loss ratio at nearly all channel conditions and data rates; (2) averaged on all instances,
the end-to-end delay of our solution is 73.800 ms, which is reduced by 54.950% and 26.408%,
compared to the OLSR-based and AODV-based solutions, respectively; and (3) averaged on all
instances, the packet loss ratio of our solution is 33.876%, which is reduced by 30.855% and 41.948%,
compared to the OLSR-based and AODV-based solutions, respectively. This validates the robust-
ness of our solution, which preserves a fixed communication topology, under different network
conditions.
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Fig. 18. The occurrence frequency of distance between UAVs in the routing table entries under different

methods.

To investigate the reasons behind the improvement, we further analyzed the distance between
all UAV pairs in the routing tables, recorded every 2 seconds under different methods. The occur-
rence frequency of the distances is illustrated in Figure 18. The results demonstrate the following:

— The distance of all UAV pairs used for communication under the TPMP-fixed[STATIC] and
TPMP-recfg[STATIC] method is strictly less than 71 m. This is in contrast to the OLSR-based
and AODV-based methods, where the maximum distance that packets can be forwarded
between corresponding UAVs can be over 300 m. This indicates that if packets are forwarded
between corresponding UAVs under these methods, then the loss ratio of the link will be
extremely high.7

— Based on the testing results in Figure 10(b), the average packet loss ratio is approximately
greater than 1%, 20%, and 50% as the distance between two UAVs that packets are forwarded
between is greater than 80, 90, and 100 m, respectively. Accordingly, the percentage of neigh-
boring UAVs in routing table entries that are greater than 80, 90, and 100 m under an OLSR-
based method are at least 47.920% (TPMP-recfg[OLSR]), 44.001% (TPMP-fixed[OLSR]), and
39.740% (TPMP-fxied[OLSR]). The percentage under an AODV-based method are respec-
tively 35.511% (TPMP-recfg[AODV]), 31.416% (TPMP-recfg[AODV]), and 27.612% (TPMP-
recfg[AODV]).

— The average distance of neighboring UAVs in the table entries under the static, OLSR,
and AODV policy are respectively 53.265, 80.456, and 98.672 m. This indicates that the
average propagation delay between UAVs under the static routing protocol is the smallest
in expectation.

Moreover, we monitored the routing table entries and tried to calculate the route between each
two UAVs in a centralized manner during the simulation. Results demonstrate that when using
dynamic routing protocols, there can be cyclic routes or no routes.8 Specifically, following the

7Although the packets are forwarded with a low loss ratio, the overall packet loss ratio of STATIC-based reaches over 50%

when the swarm size is 100. This may be due to network congestion as the traffic of the network increases. The loss ratio

under OLSR-based and AODV-based methods is even worse.
8No routes indicate that for a given UAV pair, the next-hop address to the destination does not exist in some UAVs on the

forwarding path starting from the source UAV.
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Fig. 19. Performance of topology recovery.

OLSR protocol, the ratio of cyclic routes is at least 3.593% (TPMP-fixed[OLSR]), and the ratio of no
routes is at least 26.082% (TPMP-fixed[OLSR]). Following the AODV protocol, the ratio of cyclic
routes is at least 1.658% (TPMP-recfg[AODV]), and the ratio of no routes is at least 0.044%. Note
that since the AODV algorithm works in an on-demand manner, we only check UAV pairs that
exist in at least one of the UAV routing tables. However, under the static routing protocols, routes
for all UAV pairs exist and are correct. This further validates the efficiency of our solution.

7.5 Topology-Recovery

To assess the effectiveness of our proposed TPMP-Recovery mechanism, which is described in
Section 5.1, we conduct a comparison with the C3RUN algorithm [54]. The C3RUN algorithm
shares some similarities with our mechanism, in that it utilizes UAVs to detect failures by broad-
casting HELLO/heartbeat messages. However, there are some important differences between
the two approaches: First, in the C3RUN algorithm, all UAVs target the last reported position of
the failed UAV, whereas in our mechanism, only the neighbors of the failed UAV are targeted.
Second, in the C3RUN algorithm, the UAVs move sequentially toward their target positions
to ensure global connectivity, whereas in our mechanism, the UAVs use the ULMC algorithm
to simultaneously move to their destinations with connectivity guaranteed by Theorem 4. To
ensure a fair comparison, we enhance the C3RUN algorithm by allowing the UAVs to move
simultaneously toward their final positions, as calculated by the original algorithm.

We evaluate both mechanisms in terms of two metrics: the cumulative moving distance and
the recovery delay after detecting a failure, which we will refer to as recovery delay for brevity.9

As shown in Figure 19, our TPMP-Recovery mechanism outperforms the C3RUN algorithm in
both metrics across all swarm sizes. Specifically, our mechanism reduces the cumulative moving
distance and recovery delay by 50.409% and 8.301%, respectively, as compared to the C3RUN al-
gorithm. Meanwhile, the cumulative moving distance for the C3RUN algorithm exhibits a rapidly
increasing trend with increasing swarm size, whereas our mechanism does not, indicating better
scalability. Finally, as swarm size increases, the recovery delay for the C3RUN algorithm can drop
as the cumulative moving distance increases, while our mechanism achieves consistently lower
values for both metrics. This suggests that our mechanism requires fewer UAVs to recover the
topology as compared to the C3RUN algorithm.

9Note that recovery delay includes the delay for successfully detecting the failure. However, since both algorithms employ

the same detection method, we have neglected this part of the delay.
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7.6 Experiment Summary

The extensive experimental results demonstrate that (1) enabling static routing by preserving a
communication topology can significantly improve the performance of the UAV network, includ-
ing end-to-end delay and packet loss ratio, under different network conditions as the physical
distances of the communication links are strictly bounded; (2) with the developed topology recon-
figuration protocol, the UAV swarm can thoroughly exploit its coverage ability when its movement
is constrained by a communication topology, the coverage performance of which for the online and
offline (deployment) scenarios can even outperform the fully centralized baseline algorithm; and
(3) the proposed topology recovery mechanism can rapidly repair the topology with less recovery
time and energy consumption.

8 CONCLUSION

In this article, we first propose a distributed motion planning algorithm TPMP for the UAV swarm
applications to maintain a virtually fixed communication topology to address the tradeoff between
coverage and communication. Then we offer a topology management mechanism to (1) deal with
the dynamic UAV leave and arrival that might break the current communication topology and
(2) allow the UAVs to reconfigure the preserved communication topology adaptively. Subsequently,
we prove the feasibility and convergence of the TPMP algorithm in theory and evaluate the
proposed solutions based on datasets of real postdisaster scenarios. Results demonstrate that
the TPMP algorithm and the topology reconfiguration protocol thoroughly exploit the flexibility
of UAV swarms, the coverage performance of which can even outperform the fully centralized
baseline algorithm, while achieving a much lower packet loss ratio than any other solutions
using dynamic routing. Moreover, when the communication topology is fixed at all rounds, our
solution also achieves the lowest end-to-end delay and outperforms solutions with dynamic
routing protocols robustly under different network conditions. In addition, our topology recovery
mechanism is validated to be rapid and energy efficient.

This article acknowledges the potential of a preserved communication topology to improve the
coverage ability of UAV swarms while achieving superior network performance. Although the
design of the communication topology is not extensively covered, future research should optimize
the topology to balance coverage and network metrics and adjust the reconfiguration frequency.
To enhance the scalability of the swarm, we aim to extend existing solutions to become more
flexible and adaptive, such as incorporating hierarchy structures that utilize both dynamic and
static routing protocols. These improvements will enable us to achieve better scalability while
maintaining a robust and reliable communication network for the UAV swarm.
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